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CHAPTER2

Vygotsky's Genetic Method

he fundamental claim in Vygotsky's genetic or developmental
analyiis is that human mental processos can be understood only

by considering how and where thcy occur in growth:

T
We need to concentrate not on the pmdwa of development but
on the very p'acm by which higher forms are established . . kTo
encompass in research the process ofa given thing's development
in all its phascs and changes--ó'om birth to death--filndamentaUy
means to discover its natura, its essence, for "it is only in move-
ment that a body shows what it is." Thus, the historicallthat is,
in the broadest senso of "history"] study of behavior is not an
auxiliary aspect of theoretical study, but rather forms its very
base.(Vygotsky, 1978, pp. 64--65)

Vygotsky contrasted his genetic approach with approaches that at-
tempt to analyze psychological phenomena without regard for their
placa in development. He argued that such research can provido de-
scription but not explanation:

Fo[[owing Lewin, we can app]y]the] distinction between the
phenotypic(descriptivc) and genotypic(explanatory) viewpoints
to psychology. By a developmental study of a problem, l mean
thc disclosure of its genesis, its causal dynamic bases. By pheno-
typic l mean thc analysis that begins directly with an object's
current fêatures and manifêstations. It is possible to filrnish many
examples üom psychology where serious errors have been com-
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mitted because these viewpoints have been confüscd.

P. 6z)
(ibid., in order to observe how such intervention changes it. Again the primary

motivation for doing this is to observe genetic processos:

Our method may be caUed experimenta]-deve]opmenta] in the
sente that it artificiaUy provokes or creates a process of psycho-
logical development. This approach is equaUy appropriate to the
basic aim of dynamic analysis. If we replace object analysis by
process analysis, thcn the basic talk ofrcsearch obviously becomes
a reconstruction ofcach stage in the development ofthe process:

the process musa bc turned back to its initial stages.(Vygotsky,
i978, PP. Ói-6Z)

Vygotsky's claims about genetic analysis do not end with the general

assertion that psycho]ogica] processes must be studied in transition. In
addition he had some specific ideas about the nature of development.
First, he defined deve]opment primari]y in terms of filndamenta] "rev-
olutionary" shifts rather than steady quantitativo increments. At these
points of revolutionary dislocation, he argued, the very nature of de-
velopment.changes. Second, Vygotsky defined major transition points
in development in termo of changes. in the form of mediation utilized.
Third, he claimed that the explanation of psychological phenomena
musa rely on an analysis of severas difRrent types of development, or
what l shaH term "genetic domains." Whereas genetic analysis is often
limited to ontogenetic comparisons, Vygotsky included other types of
comparisons, such as phylogenetic and sociohistorical, as weU. As
M. Cole and S. Scribner have pointed out, "when Vygotsky speaks of
his approach as 'developmental,' this is not to be confilsed with a theory
ofchild devclopment. The developmental method, in Vygotsky's view,
is the central method of psychological science" (i978, p. 7).

The last sentence is particularly important because it reflects Vy-
gotsky's conccrn with the problem ofhow assumptions about method
inâuence the interpretation of psychological phenomena. He was ar-
guing that misunderstandings often arise among researchers because
dley do not share assumptions about how a phenomenon should be
investigated, and hence about what it &. For Vygotsky an essential
aspect of dle definition of a psychological phenomenon is its position
in genetic transition. He assumed that the form of a phenomenon
rcflects the transformations it has undergone and the various fãctors
that havc entered into its development.

Vygotsky's point is not that psychological research which fàils to
use a genetic method is invalid or useless. Elsewhere in his writings
he explicidy stated that such research can make an important contri-
bution to the overaH picture ofpsychology. However, he believed that
without genetic analysis onc can only describe certain aspects of psy-
chological phenomena and cannot understand inner workings and causal
dynamics. Perhaps more important for my present purposcs, he bc:
lieved that the fàilure to recognize the impact ofmethod on the inter-
pretation and definition of psycho]ogica] phenomena can lead to
confüsion.

Vygotsky's major focus in genetic analysis was on developMental
processes as thcy normaUy occur, but he also examined the efhcts of
disruptions and interventions. Such procedures gave riso to severas of
his hyphenated terms that refêr to variants ofgenetic analysis. In "com-
parativo-gcnetic" analysis he was concerned with how the disruption
of one of the forcas of development would afkct the evolution of
overaH practica[ and inte]]ectua] activity in humans. For examp]e, Vy-
gotsky studies the efhcts of deafness on the development of various
mental fünctions. His approach to this issue is somewhat unique bc-
cause he viewed deafhess primarily in terms ofhow it changes a complex
system of development. For dais reason problems such as deafness,
mental retardation, and blindness have always hem great theoretical
interest fbr Vygotsky (198ic) and his followers (for example, Leont'ev,
048; Meshcheryakov, t974).

Vygotsky algo examined disruptions and interventions in genctic
processes through the "experimental-developmental" method, which
calas for an experimentar to intervene in some developmental process

Tbe Role ofQlmtitative Sbifi;s

A filndamental fêature ofVygotsky's genetic analysis is that he did not
assume one can account for aU phases ofdevelopment by using a single
set of explanatory principles. Instead, he argued that the critical issue
is how to account for the changing relationships among multiple forcas
ofdevelopment and their corresponding sets ofexplanatory principles.
Thus he rcjected accounts that are based on the assumption that de-
velopment can be explained solely in terms of quantitativo increments
of some psychological unir, such as stimulus-responso bonds. Instead
of searching for any othcr single explanatory principie to account for
development, he emphasized that at certain points in the emergence
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of a psychological proccss new formes of dcvelopment and new ex-
planatory principles enter the picture. At these points, he argued, there
is a "change in the very type of developmcnt"(Vygotsky and Luria,
i93o, p 4.),' and se the principles which alone had previously been
capable ofexplaining development can no longer do se. Rather, a new
set of princip]cs must be incorporated into the overa]] explanatory
framework, resulting in its reorganization.

Some of the clearest expositions of this point can be found in Vy-
gotsky's critiques of existing accounts of ontogenesis. He argued that
approaches which rest on a single set of explanatory principles cannot
provido an adequate interpretation of change. For example, he criti-
cized P. P. Blonskii for attempting to account for all periods of on-
togenesis on the basis of physiological principles, and he criticized
other investigators for basing their entire analysis on another single
dimension, such as sexual maturation :

social fàctors. The latter operate within a given biological framework
and must be compatible with it, but they cannot be reduced to it. That
is, biological fàctors are still given a role in this new system, but they
lose their role as the primary force of change. Vygotsky contrasted
embryological and psychological development on this basis :

The embryological development of the child . . . in no way can
be considered on the same levei as the postnatal development of
the child as a social being. Embryological development is a com-
pletely unique type of dcvelopment subordinated to other laws
than is the development of the child's personality, which begins
at birth. Embryological devclopmcnt is studied by an independent
science--embryology, which cannot be considered one of the
chapters of psychology . . . Psychology does not study hcredity
or prenatal development as such, but only the role and influence
of heredity and prenatal development of the child in the proccss
of social dcvclopmcnt. (i97z, p- iz3)

These schemes do not take into account the reorganization of the
process of devélopment itself; by virtue ofwhich the importance
and signiâcance of any characteristic is continuaUy changing in
the transition âom one age to anothcr. This excludes the possi-
bility of breaking childhood down indo separate epochs by us-
ing a single criterion for aU ages. Child development is a very
complex process which cannot be füUy dcâned in any of its
stages solely on the basis ofone characteristic.(Vygotsky, i97z,

n5)P

Vygotsky's argument against single-factor theories of development
(theories that posit one major force of developmcnt and a single set
ofexplanatory principles) was aimed priüarily at biological reduction-
ism and mcchanistic behaviorism. Hlis criticisms, however, also ex-
tended to representativos of anodler early twentieth-century school of
psychology with which his ideas were much more compatible--Gestalt
psychoiogy. One ofthe places where this criticism appears most force-
fillly is in Vygotsky's introduction to a volume of Russian translations
ofK. Koffka's writings titled Fa lüfü i iZf: 4e l l)a'eZ@mfmf(í934).
fere he argued that Gestalt psychology represented an advance over
the atomistic mechanism ofearlier stimulus-responso theories, but that
some ofits proponente had slipped back unto the mistake ofadvocating
a theory that rests on a single developmental factor and a single ex-
planatory principie. In this case the attempt was to account for al! leveis
of psychological filnctioning on the basis of the notion of structure,
or Gestalt, thereby overlooking the fundamental difhrences in explan-
atory principles that apply to difhrent leveis ofpsychological phenom-
ena

The dominant tendencies in psychology that motivated Vygotsky's
criticism of single-criterion theories were biological reductionism and
mechanistic behaviorism. When considering the formar, for examplc,
he was quite criticam ofinvesdgators' fài]ure to recognize that bio]ogica]
principles cannot explain psychological phenomena beyond a certain
levei. He nevar disputed the role of biological fàctors in a complete
account ofontogenesis, a point refiected in his statcment that "scientific
child psychology, ofcourse, cannot be constructed otherwise than on
a solid biological foundation" (i98za, p 202).

However, hc argued that beyond a certain point in development,
biological formes can no longer be viewed as the sobe, or even the
primary, force of chance. At this point there is a fimdamental reor-
ganization ofthe forcas ofdevelopment and a need br a corresponding
reorganization in the system of cxplanatory principles. Specifically, in
Vygotsky's view thc burden of explanation shifts âom biological to

What is remarkable in]Koffka's] approach is the fàct that he
app[ics the structura] princip]e not on]y to the inte]]ectua] actions
of the human-likc após, but also to the lower animais in Thorn-
dike's experiments. Consequently, KíZ#ta ien i ilha rei Some

zo/ Vygotsky and the Social Formation of Mind Vygotsky's Genetic Method / zi
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pHtttçwy, priwdid, a:nd cssentially primitipe pdnciples ofbeba;piora
Diga i íüo .[According to him] it would be a mistake to think
that this principie applies only to higher, or intellectual forms of
activity. It is algo prcscnt in the earliest and most elementary brms
of dcvelopment. This debate, says the author, confirma our un-
derstanding of the primitive natura of structural fiJnctions. If
structural fünctions are reaUy se primitivo, they must appear in
the primitivo behavior that l caU instinctual. We sec how in re-
filting the theory oftrial and error learning Koflka was led to the
=ancklas\on tbnt we cnn aPPly the strt+çtural pünciple eqKdi) to the
b\gher intetleaud aúions q' buman-tire após, M well M to the n'ninitlg
#' lower mnmmçb in Thomdilu's wperiments, andlin b to file in-

l cf readó #'Wllün alzd &fa.(Vygotsky, i98za, pp. u5'

Wlfzmf #'&fóai,iw. Labor and the associated development ofhuman
speech and othcr psychological signs with which primitives at-
tempt to manter their behavior, signi6' the beginning of the gen-
uine cultural or historical development of behavior. FinaHy, in
child development, along with processos of organic growth and
maturation, a sccond linfa of development is clearly distin-
guished--the cultural growth ofbchavior. It is based on the mas-
tery ofdevices and means ofcultural behavior and dlinking.(i93o,
PP.1-41

Vygotsky and Luria wcnt on to argue

All three of these momento are symptoms of new epochs in the
evolution of behavior and indications of a c#algf ílz lór fWr íÍ'
llmeüplm f iae6 in all three instanccs we have thcreby selected
turning points or criticam steps in the development of behavior.
Wc think diat the turning point or criticam moment in the behav-
ior of após is the usc of tools; in thc behavior of primitivos it is
labor and the use of psychological signs; in the behavior of the
child it is the bifürcation of lhes of developmcnt into natural-
psychological and cultural-psychological devclopment.(Ibid.,
P. 4)

In sum, one ofVygotsky's basic assumptions about the development
of psychological processes is that no single factor and corresponding
set of explanatory principles can alone provide a complete account.
Instead, multiple forcas of development, cach with its own set of ex-
planatory principles, are involved. In this account, with the incorpo'
ration of a new force unto the picture, the very nature ofdevelopment
changes.

Thus major turning points, or revolutions in devclopment, were
connected with dle appearance of new forms of mediation. However,
Vygotsky did not view the introduction of a new form of mediation
as resulting in a fbrm offiinctioning in which fàctors that had previously
govemed psychological hnctioning no longer opcrate. The point is
always that the cxplanatory framework must be tle/D7mw/alem, not dis-
carded and replaced, in order to take into account a new factor and
its interactions with existing fàctors. For example, with the introduc-
tion ofpsychological signo in social history, the biological constitution
ofthe organism that has resulted üom evolution continuas to play an
important role, but psychological filnctioning is now governed by
biological constitution amd sign use. Thus a more complex explanatory
system---one that incorporates and integrates more than one factor--
must now be used to account for mental filnctioning. Development
can no longer be explained on the basis ofprinciples that had formerly
accounted for the genesis ofpsycho]ogica] proccsses(in this case, prin-
ciples ofDarwinian evolution). Instead, development is now attributed
to principles that incorporate the new factor that has entered the pic-
ture

Tbe Role fMediwion in Qpnlit e Genetic Tramüiom
The major transition points in Vygotsky's genetic analysis are associated
with the appearance of some ncw form of mediation. Depending on
the genetic domain at issue, this mediation may be in the form oftools
or signs. In some cases devclopmental transitions are iinked with the
introduction of a ncw form of mediation, whereas in others they are
related to a transition to a more advanced version of an existing form
ofmediation. The fbrmer cases are associated with the qualitativo tran-
sitions in Vygotsky's genetic analysis and wiU be my main concern

In the introduction to a volume on genetic analysis, Vygotsky and
Luria explained that the scheme of their essays could bc presented as
follows:

fere

The use and "invcntion" of tools in humanlike após crowns the
organic developmcnt of behavior in evoludon and pavcs the way
br the transitiÓn ofaU development to takc peace along new paths.
It cteues tbe bmic psychol%icnl pt'ereqaisites Jü' tbe llbtoücal dwcl-

zz/ Vygotsky and the Social Formation of Mind Vygotsky's Genetic Method / z3
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Etetwut;tçlvy and H+gber Mental Flmüiom
A filndamental distinction that underlies Vygotsky's linfa of reasoning
about quaJitative transitions and the role ofmediation is thc distinction
between "elementary" and "higher" mental filnctions(i978, p. 39)

Vygotsky's general strategy was to examine how mental hnctions, such
as memory attention, perccption, and thinking, first appea: in an el-
ementary fome and thcn arc changed unto a higher brm. In his apl:
proach a related distinction is that between the "natural" and the "social"
(or "cultural") lhes of development(i960, p'. 47). Natural develop:
ment produces filnctions in thcir elementary forms, whereas cultural
development converta elementary into higher mental preces?es. It.is
the transformation of elementary into higher filnctions that Vygotsky
usuaHy had in mind when he spokc ofhow the natura of development
changes.

As Cole(198S) has pointed out, the distinction betwecn elementary
and higher mental fünctions has had a long history in psychology. Thc

neral distinction arose in responso to thc need to separate psycho-

logical phenomena that can be R)und ifi both humans and animais âom
those that are unique to humans. The latter arc viewed as the product
of the sociocultural milieu in which humans live. For this reason Vy-

gotsky(i960, p iS) sometimes used die terms "cultural"(versus "nat:
ural") in peace of "higher"(versus "elcmentary") whcn describing mental
hnctions. Essentially, higher processes are assumed to represent a qual-
itatively new levei ofpsychological filnctioning. Hence, it is impossible
to account R)r higher 'processes by using the explanatory principles
that apply to elementary filnctions.

The basic outlines ofVygotsky's vcrsion of the distinction betwccn
elementary and highcr mental fimctions can be seen in the foUowihg
comments on memory(fere he employed the term "natural" instead
of "elementary") :

upon human beings. From the point of view of structurc, the
entire process is characterized by a quality of unmediacy.

Natural memory is not thc only kind, however, even in the case
of nonliterate men and women. On the contrary, othcr types of
memory belonging to a complctcly difkrent developmcntal linfa
coexist with natural memory. The use ofnotched sticks and knots,
the beginnings ofwriting and simple memory aids all demonstrate
that even at early stages of historical dcvelopment humans went
beyond the ]imits of thc psycho]ogica] fünctions given to them
by nature and proceeded to a new culturaUy elaboratcd organi-
zation of their behavior. Comparative analysis shows that such
activity is absent in even the highest species ofanimals; we believe
that these sign operations are the product of specific conditions
ofsoí;ld development. (i978, pp. 38--39)

In this passage Vygotsky touched on tour major criteria that he used
to distinguish between clementary and higher mental fimctions:(i)
the shift of control from environment to the individual, that is, thc
emergence of voluntary regulation;(z) the emergence of conscious
rea[ization of mental processos; (3) the social origins and social natura
ofhigher mental filnctions; and(4) the use of signs to mediate higher
mental fiinctions.

The ârst characteristic that distinguishes elementary ftom higher
mental processos is that the former are subject to the contrai of the
environment, whereas the latter are subject to self:regulation. Accord-
ing to Vygotsky, "The central characteristic of elementary fünctions is
that they are totaUy and directly determined by stimulation fi'om the
environment. For higher hnctions, the central fêature is selfLgenerated
stimulation, that is, the creation and use of artiâcial stimuli which
become the immediate causei of behavior" (ibid., p. 39). In his early
work Vygotsky developed this idea by utilizing a Pavlovian modal of
stimulus-responso connections in which higher mental fiinctions in-
volve an intervening link between an external stimulus and the orga-
nism's responso. He argued that this reíiects the fàct that higher mental
fünctions are "more complex geneticaUy and fimctionaUy"(i960, p-
lo9). Pursuing this Pavlovian lhe of argument, he wrote:

A comparativo investigation ofhuman memory reveals that, cven
at the earliest stages of social dcvelopment, there are two: prin-
cipaUy difkrcnt, typcs of memory. Onc? dominating in the bc-
havior ofnonliteratc peoples, is characterized by the nonmediated
impression of materi;ls, by the retention of actual .experiences as
the basis of mnemonic(memory) trajes. We caU this mafw#d
mellzolZ and it is clearly illustrated in E. R. Jacnsch's studies of
eidetic imagcry. This kind ofmemory is vcry dose to pcrccption:
because it arises out of the direct inâuence of external stimuli

The linfa common to both of these formslthat is, elementary and
higher mental filnctions] is the stimulus-responso relation. For
one form the essencial fêature is the essentiaUy complete deter-
mination of behavior by stimulation. For the other, the equally
essential fêature is azfüaffimwZafio#, the creation and usc ofartificial

z4./ Vygotsky and the Social Formation of Mind Vygotsky's Genetic Method / z5



stimulus-means and the determination of onc's own behavior

through thcir use.
In ãi'ofthe cases we have examined, human behavior is uniqudy

de6ned not by thc presence of stimulation but by the new or
changcd psychological situation that is created by humans thcm-
sclves. 'lbc creation and use of artiâcial stimuli as auxiliary jeans

for mastcring onc's own reactions is the foundation R)r thc new
hrm of determining bchavior that distinguishes higher flom
elementary forms of behavior.(Ibid.)

mental processos aU presuppose thc existente of psychological tools,
or signo, that can be used to control onc's own and others' activity.
This leads once more to the conclusion that the notion of mediation

is analyticaHy prior to other aspects of Vygotsky's conceptual Rame-
work. According to Vygotsky, "The presence of a'eafed, along with

glpe#, stimuli is in our view the distinguishing fêature of human ps.y-
chology" (ibid., P. l09).

Thus voluntary control, conscious realization, social origina and
natura, and mediation by psycho]ogica] tools characterize higher mental
hnctioning in Vygotsky's account. Elementary mental filnctioning, in
contrast, is characterized by control by the natural environment, an
absence of conscious realization, individual origins, and a lack of me-
diation by psychologicaltools.

The second, very closely related, critcrion that distinguishes higher
ftom elemcntary mental filnctions is their "intellectualization," or con-
scious realization. 'leis criterion has recently been examined fllrther by
researchers such as M. Donaldson(1978). Vygotsky wrote of:

higher psychological filnctions whose basic and distinguishing
fêatures arc intellcctualization and mastery, that is, conscious re-
alization and voluntariness.

At the conter of dcvclopment during the school age .is the
transition Rom lower filnctions ofattention and memory to higher
filnctions of voluntary attention and logical memory . dte in-
teUectualization offilnctions and their mastery reprcsent two mo-
ments of onc and the game process--the transition to higher

psychok)gical fünctions. We mister a fiJnction to.the degree that
it is mtellcctualized. Thc voluntariness in the activity ofa flinction
is always the odlcr side of its conscious realization. To say that
memory is intellectualized in school is cxactly the samc as to say
that voluntary recall emergem; to say that attention

becomes vol-

untary in sdiool age is exactly dle samc .as saying :..
that it dc.

. / . . . .

pcnds more and more on thought, that is, on intellect.(1934a,
PP. i88--l89)

Genetic Dowmim in Vlgotsky's Appt'oncb

Vygotsky conducted most of his empirical research on elementary and
higher mental filnctioning in the ontogcnetic domain. His genetic
analysis, however, cannot be equated widi the study of child devel-
opment. Indeed he specificaHy argued that, like other forms of devel-
opment, ontogenesis can be properly understood only as pari of a
larger, integrated picture involving severas genetic domains. In the
introduction to their volume on developmcnt, Vygotsky and Luria
\xrrntí'

Our task]in this volume] was to trace fóree & ü /f a in the
development of behavior--the evolutionary, historical, and on-
togenetic lhes--and to show that the behavior of acculturated
humans is thc product (#'d/ érre /í#n of devclopment, to show
that behavior can be understood and explained scientifically only
wSül üle he\p ot tht'ee dijPrent pntbs Jtom wbich tbe hbtoO ofbumaH
& Óal,Ór raça Í#lPr. (03o, P. 3)

The third criterion that characterizes higher, but not elcmentary,
mental fimctions is their social origin and social natura. Vygotsky

argued that "it is not natura,. but society that above aU clse musa be
considered to be the determining factor in human behavior"(1960,

p. H8). He was particularly interested in how social
intcraction in
. . :. .L. :n

smas groups or dyads leads to. higher mental fimctioning
in the in-

dividual For him, "this transition'from a social influence external to
the individua[ to a social influente infernal to the individual . . . is at
the conter of our rescarch" (060, P. n6).

Thc fourth distinguishingcritcrion is mediation. In Vygotsky's view
voluntary control, conscious realization, and thc social natura ofhigher

Phylogenesis

Vygotsky's writings on phylogenesis focus on a comparison between
higher após and humans. Drawing heavily on the research of W. Kõhler
(l921a, i9zib, igz5) on tool-mediated practical activity in chimpan-

zees and gorillas, he viewed tool use as one of the conditions that set
the stage for the emergence of higher mental filnctions: "the ability to
invent and use tools is a pt?mg bife fbr the historical development of

z6/ Vygotsky and the Social Formadon of Mind
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humans and already emergcd in the zoo]ogica] period of the devel-
opment of our ancestors" (í960, p. 421)-

Vygotsky's view that tool use is a mcrasaT ó f afi tPclmf condition
for the emergence ofuniquely human higher mental filnctions allowed
him to recognize the dose phylogenetic aMnity between após and
humans while insisting on the qualitative gulf that separares them.
Much of his criticism of the psychological theories of his time was
based on their fàilure to recognize the dual natura of this relationship.
For examplc, he argued that one ofthe major weaknesses ofreflexology
and behaviorism was that these approaches implicitly attempted to
reduce human behavior to animal behavior by uying to explain the

formar solcly in terms of a "collection of habits worked out through
the method of 'trial and error,' habits that are distinguished from the
behavior of animais only in degree ofcomplexity but not in principie,
in qualitativo terms" (ibid., p. 439). This fome of reducdonism resulta
fiom a focus solely on the "necessary" portion of Vygotsky's formu-
lation and a disregard br the "but not sufhcient" portion.

Vygotsky also rejected the notion that the difhrcnccs which.separate
the filnctioning ofhumans and apes could be explaincd entirely on thc
basis of phylogenetic change. This is not to say that he viewed such
change as having nothing to do with the transition Rom após to hu-
mana. He specificaUy noted that "within the confines of cvolutionary
theory itself one cannot ignore the fàct of essential difkrences that
exist between thc human organism]and that of apes], in particular,
difRrences in the human brain and the brain of the ape"(ibid., p.
44o). However, in his view "the problem of 'animal-human' cannot
be fiilly resolved on the basis of evolutionary theory. .Evolutionary
theory'is only thc prerequisite for the scientific construction ofhuman
psychology. It cannot encompass aH of it. Human behavior musa be
exanuned flom another perspective as well"(ibid., pp. 439'440).

The other perspective that Vygotsky:had in mind involves forms of
mediation and associated changcs in social and psychological lifê. Vy-
gotsky argued that the use of technical tools providos the foundation
R)r socially organized labor activity. With the appearance oflabor, the
devclopment of mental filnctioning is groundcd in qualitatively new
principles. According to Vygotsky, in order fbr the transformation
fi.om ape to human to be completed, "there musa emerge a special,
new form of adapting to natura, one that is alien to the ape--namcly
labor. As .Eigc& showcd, labor is the basic factor in the transfomiation
ofapes into humans. 'lt is the ârst, basic condidon ofhuman existence.

This is se to such an extent that we must say in a well-known senso
that labor created humana' " (i930, p. 50). This is pare of the more
general argument dcvised by Vygotsky and Luria about the relationship
between types of development:

One process of development dialecticaUy paves thc way for thc
following and is transformed and crosscs ovcr to a new type of
development. We do not think that it is possible to place aH three
processes[phy[ogenesis, socia] history, ontogenesis] a]ong a single
continuum. Rather, We proposc that each higher type of dcvcl-
opment begins where the preceding one finishes and serves as its
continuation in a new direction. This change in direction and in
mechanisms ofdevelopmcnt by no means precludes the possibility
of a connection between one process and another. Indeed, it
prcsupposes such a connection. (ibid., p. 5)

Although Vygotsky's claims about the role of mediation by tools
and speech in the dcvclopment oflabor can bc traced to Mamist writ-
ings, especially those of Engels, he attached greater importance to the
influence of semiotic phenomena than is typicaUy found in Mamist
approaches. Whereas Marx clearly cmphasized the cmergcnce of so-
ciaUy organized labor and production as the key to distinguishing
humana flom animais, Vygotsky considered the emergence of speech
to be equaUy important. In this connection he made his most important
and unique contributions but algo departed in significant ways fiam
the ideas of Marx and even Engels.

In the years lince Vygotsky produced his account of the genesis of
mental filnctions, disciplinas such as primatology and physical and
cultural anthropology have made advances that caH unto question some
of his claims about phylogenesis. Of particular concern is his under-
standing ofthe relationship between phylogenctic changc and the onset
ofculture.

Inherent in Vygotsky's account of organic evolution is the claim
that it proceeds up to a point where culture can emerge, and then this
evolution ceases. He envisioned vimiaHy no ovcrlap between the two
types ofgenesis. Vygotsky's claims constitute what C. Geeru has termed
a "criticam point theory of the appearance of cultura" (i973, p 62).
Such a theory views the emcrgence ofthe capacity for acquiring cultura
as a "sudden, aU-or-none type of occurrence in the phylogeny of the
primatas"(ibid., pp. 6z--63).

Like other scholars interested in the evolution of the human mind
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(for instancc, Habermas, 1979), Gcertz argues that recent findings in
physical anthropology make critical point theorics untcnable. The hld
ings show that the transition from primatas to humans occurred over
a much longer time span(more than tour million ycar9 .than naa
formerly bccn believed 'Furthermore, during early phases ofthis perto?
of hominidization, certain clements of culture were in cvidence with

Australopithecines, such as "simple toolmaking, sporadic 'hunting, and
perhaps some system of communication more advanced than that of
contemporary após and leis advanced than that oftrue spcech"(Geertz,
i97L p. ó4). Hence the beginnings of cultura can be traced to a time
p adlltg thc point where organic evolution ceased, a finding that un-
derminesanycriticalpointtheory. . . . . .

The recognition that biological and cultural. development do
not

occur in isolation suggests that the biological substrato of mental pro-
cesses may have emerged pamaHy í n #polm fa cultural pressures

Geertz's

reasoning on this issue indicatcs a nccd to revi .'-/ ''' ' o ' se certain aspects of

Vygot"'os account of change.in dle phylogenetic domain. Instead of
assuming that organic evolution and sociocultural dcvclopment are
isolatcd processos and that the latter got undcr way only arfar thc formar
was completed, it now becomes csscntial to consider the ways that
organic evolution may have been inâuenced by early forms of cultura.

Thus Vygotsky's speciâc claims about the nature oftransition points
are no longer acceptable as stated. However, this obscrvation does not
caH into question the general form of his argument.. In particular it
does not wcakcn his daim that with the emergence of sociocultural

activity the very nature of development changed.

tinuation of the othcr. Rather each of these processes is governed by
its own laws" (03o, p. 71). Such a claim raizes the issue of what
principles or laws apply to sociocultural history. If the principles of
Darwinian evolution are posited as governing phylogenesis, what
mechanisms and explanatory principles must be incorporated indo an
approach to account for sociocultural change?

Vygotsky, along with other Soviet psychologists, semioticians, and
philosophers working in his tradition, considercd this question to be
central in any attempt to construct an account of human mental pro-
cessos. The first stop toward an answer is reflected in the bllowing
statement by A. A. ,Leont'ev:

The evolution of the species "homo sapiens" . . . has proceeded
in some other difRrent sphere than the biological, the species
characteristics being accumulated not in the fbrm of morpho-
logical changes, but in some other hrm. It has been a spherc of
social human lifê, a form ofthe fixation ofachievements ofhuman
activities in the social and historical experiente of human-
ity . . . Man learns aom the errors--and still more from the suc-
cesscs--ofother people while each generation ofanimal can learn

solely from its own . . . It is mankind as.a whole, but not a scparate

human being, who interacts with the biological environment;
therefore such laws ofevolution as, for example, the law ofnatural
selection become invalid incide thc human society.(i970, pp-

To account fbr the psychological correlates ofsociohistorical change
that Leont'ev has in mind hera, one must invoke Vygotsky's distinction
between "rudimentary" and "higher" mental fiinctions. This dichotomy
is not simply another pair of terms for the distinction between ele-
mentary and higher mental filnctions. Rather, it is a distinction between
leveis ofdevelopment lüfb/ higher mental fünctions. Vygotsky stated,
"ln our view rudimentary and higher ftlnctions are the extreme polos
ofone and the same system of behavior. They are its lower and higher
points; they designate the boundaries within which all the leveis and
R)rms of higher fimctions are distributed" (i960, pp. 88--89).

It follows that rudimentary mental ftlnctions are characterized by
the properties of higher(as opposed to elementary) mental filnctions.
However, these properties, especially those of the mediational means,
are manifêsted only in an early stage of the development of higher
mental filnctions. In order to avoid conftlsion over terminology, l shall
reserve the term "higher mental filnction" for the general type offünc-

i:4)iz3

Sociocultural History

As in the case of phylogenesis, Vygotsky's .claims about sociocultural
history were pnmarily theoretical and relied on the writings ofothers .
Yet his ideas about this genetic domain played such a central role in
thc formulation of his approach that in the USSR it is often reíêrred
to as the "sociohistorical" or "cultural-historical" approach to the study

ofmind(Smirnov, i975; see aJso Luria, i971). .. e": ).

In"acc:)rdance with the basic theoretical tenets that underlie his

genetic analysis, Vygotsky assumed that a uniquc set of cxplanatory
principles applies to the domain ofsociocultural history in particular,
he stressed the diffêrence between this and the phylogenetic

domain:

"thc process ofthe historical development ofhuman behavior and the
cess of its biological evolution do not coincide; one is not a con-
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tios that contrasts with elementary mental fimcdons. Whcn.dealing
with dcvclopmcntal leveis ]ülü# higher mental functions, l shaH em-

ploy the terms "rudimcntary higher mental ftlnctions" and "advanced

processos; they revcal the type of organization which they once pos'

sessed"(l96 that rudimentary and advanced higher mental fimctions
exist in such a genetic relationship says nothing about thc speciâc
mechanism of change Vygotsky envisioncd as connecting them.

Not

surpnsingly''in order to understand Vygotsky's account of this
mechanism onc musa once again tum to the issue of mediational
means. . . ,

not of equal importance to Vygotsky. Hc was concerned with those
R)rms of social lifê that have the most profound consequenccs hr
mental liÊ. As we know, hc thought these to lie primarily in.the

H mujU Ü: : m)'=$;1%
R)cus is not necessarily the most obvious choice R)r someone trying to
refbmtulatc psychology from a Marxist perspective. It reflccts thc fàct
that Vygotsky gavc a more central role to mcdiation, cspeciaUy mc-
diadon by signs, than is found in most other attempts.fo íbrmulate a

evidcnt in statements such as, "The behavioral development.ofhumans

is already dcvelopment that is filndamentaHy.governed not by thc laws
of biological evolution but by laws of the historical development of
society. Thc períêcting of 'means of labor' and 'mcans of bchavior' in
the ft)rm of languagc and other sign systems .that serve as auxiliary
tools in thc process of mastering behavior take on a primary role"

In his account ofthe history ofsigns as mnemotechnical devises and

means of calculation as wcll as in his explanation of the relationship
between thinking and speech, Vygotsky envisioned an overarching
principie ofdevelopment. This principie, which l shall label thepH í@/f
ílf)Üca f fzl i alü (!f) dlafü mrans,' replaced dioseofDarwinian
evolution after the emergence of cultura. The decontextualization of
mediational means is the process whereby the meaning ofsigns become

less and less dependent on the unique spatiotemporal context in which
they are used. A focus on the dccontextualization ofmediational means
emerges repeatedly in Vygotsky's account of thc sociocultural history
of higher mental filnctions. For him it fiJHlled the filndamental re-
quirement of his genetic analysis that difRrent explanatory principles
apply to phases ofdevelopment separated by a quahtative genetic tran-

An example ofthis concept can be found in Vygotsky's examination
ofquantitative operations, or calculation. He argüed that the forma of
counting observed in primitivos is heavily dependent on the context;
that is, counting rclies on the perception of concreto objects and set-
tings. This telationship does not preclude the ability to make fine
distinctions between quantities, but the distinctions arc based on judg-
ments about concreto, perceptually present objecto(objects in the spe-
cific context whcre signs are used) .

In calculation, decontextualization is tied to the emergence of a
number system in which a quantity can be represented independently
of any concreto perceptual context. Indeed quantity can become an
abstract object itself instead of a meaning tied to a set of concreto
objects. With decontextualization it becomes possible to talk about
two or three without speci8'ing two or three }póaf. Systematization
makes it possible to account fbr the meaning of madlematical signo
without relying on the context of their use or application. Thus two
can be defined Rom w/üi z the number system as one paus one, three
minus onc, tour minus two, and se on.

In collaboration with his student and colleague Luria, Vygotsky
conducted a set ofstudies that bear on the issue ofdecontextualization

of mediational means in the genetic domain of sociocultural history.
These studies were carried out in Soviet Central Asia in the i93os.
Because ofthe academia and politicas debates in the IJSSR during the
i93os and i940s(see Cole, i979), the publication of the findings fiom
this rescarch was delayed for several decades(Luria, i975b).

In the West this research would usuaUy be considered cross-cultural.
But üom the perspective of a Vygotskian approach it would be more

sition
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such experience had much greater dimculty in doing se:

though thcy had had only a year or two ofschooling. For cxample,
when we askcd them which of the following objects go to-
gether . . . a glass, sauccpan, spcctacles, and a bottle .. . they im-
mediately responded, "The glass, the spectacles, and the bottle
go together. They are made of glass, but thc sauccpan is
metal." (i979, p. 7i)

In his study of the subject's performance on syllogistic reasoning
tasks, Luria found results analogous to those Rom his categorization
studies: "the process of reasoning and deduction associated with im-
mediate pracdcal experience dominates the responses ofour nonliterate
subjects" (ibid., p. 79). As in the categorization experiments, higher-
level pcrbrmance on syUogistic reasoning tasks required subjects to
use language in a decontextualized manner.

Thus Luria and Vygotsky's studies rcvealcd a major difkrence be-
tween literato and nonliteratc subjects in their utilization of decontex-
tuaHzed mediational means, in particular, language. Literato subjects
demonstrated a willingness and an ability to operate with linguistic
objects and a linguistically created reality. They catcgorized objects,
accepted premires, and derived conclusions strictly on the basis of
linguistic means. Nonliterate subjects did not demonstrate such tend-
encies. Instead, thcy invoked nonlinguistic, practical experience in their

rcasonmg
VVhen reviewing these results, Luria sometimes argued that the

cmcrgence of theoretical reasoning can be traced to subjects' partici-
pation in the institutions ofa more advanced stage ofsocia] evolution.
For examplc, whcn outlining characteristics of the population in Cen-
tral Asia, he asserted that "as a result ofsocietal changes and the cultural
revolution, they were integrated into a cultura in a very short time.
Nonliteracy was stamped out, and elementary forms ofindividual eco-
nomic lifê were replaced by a coUective economy. These changes could

hardly hejp but lead to the appearance ofnew forms ofthinking" (i98i,

It is unclear whether it was literacy per se (that is, the ability to
encode and decode written text) or a generaUy new social institutional
framework that Luria considered rcsponsible for the new forma of
thinking that concerned him. Of course the two issues are closely
connected, lince literacy is usually learned in a speci6c social institu-
tion--fomlal acha)ling. However, as investigators like H. Mehan(i979)
cave argued, a student is algo involved in learning a set of complex
role relationships, general cognitive techniques, ways of approaching

zo7)P 7

gorial classi6cation as their methcil of grouping objects even
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indigenous script, transmitted outside an institucional setting and hav-
ing no connection with Western-style school"(i981, p- l9). The sec-
ond form ofliteracy is used primarily for keeping personal records and
br writing commercial corrcspondence. FinaHy, many of the Vai in
this study had acquired literacy in Arabic, primarily for the purposc
of reading, rcciting, and memorizing the Qur'an. This third form of
literacy is se tightly connected with religious text activities that Scribner
and Cole argue that "fbr most informants in our sample, 'Qur'anic' is
a more appropriate description oftheir literate activities than 'Arabic' "
(ibid., p. 83).

Since some groups of Vai are versed in only one type of literacy,
Scribner and Cole had the oppominity to "disentangle literacy efkcts
from school efhcts" (ibid., p. i9) by comparing severas subgroups:
(a) subjects who had acquired Eng]ish ]iteracy in formal schooling
settings;(b) subjects who had acquired Arabic ]iteracy in instructiona]
settings devoted to memorizing the Qur'an;(c) subjects who had ac-
quired literacy in a Vai syllabic writing system through informal self
instruction; and(d) nonlitcrates.

Findings âom thcse comparisons are particularly relevant becausc
Scribner and Cole examined subjects' performance on categorization
and syllogistic reasoning tasks similar to dlose used by Vygotsky and
his coUeagues. The results caH into question Vygotsky's assumptions
about the relationships among literacy, dccontextualization, and higher
mental filnctions:

Under conditions obtaining in Vai socicty, neither syllabic Vai
script nor Arabic alphabetic literacy was associated widl what are
considcred thc higher-order intelectual skiUs. Neither literacy en-
hanced the use of taxonomic skills on any talk designed to test
categorization. Nor did either contributo to a sair toward syl-
logisdc reasoning .. . nonschooled literacy, as we found and tested
it among the Vai, does not produce general cognitive efkcts as
we havc defined them. Thc smas and selective natura ofVai script
and Arabic influences on cognitivo performance precludes any
swecping gcnera[izations about ]iteracy and cogmtive changc.(o8i,

[n contrast to die two forms of nonschoo]ed ]iteracy, ]iteracy in
English, acquired in a school setting, is associated with some types of
decontextualization envisioned by Vygotsky. Scribner and Cole's most
impressive finding is the tendency of English-literate subjccts to for-
mulate accurate, informativo verbal accounts oftask settings by relying

P 2
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Hence the pattem of Luria and Vygotsky's empirical results was not
conducive to thcir separating decontextualization ofmediational means
as ref]ected in subjects' exp]anations and higher mental hnctioning.

A second reason for their fàilure to recognize this distinction has to
do with the empirical and analytic techniques used--specifically, with
whether Luria and Vygotsky's experimental procedures measured thc
[cve[ ofdecontextua]ization, the ]eve] of higher mental filnctioning, or
both. Vygotsky's approach encourages one to search for the relation-
ships between such abilities rather than to isolate trem. However, by
using carefül experimental and analytic procedures, Scribner and Cole
were able to separate these two performance domains to some degree,
and when they did se they were abre to document difkrences in per-
formance leveis.

In summary, the research of Scribner and Cole calls unto question
Vygotsky's assumptions about the rclationship betwcen literacy and
the decontextualization of mediational means on the one hand and
between decontextualization and highcr mental fünctioning on the
other. Theif findings indicatc that it is not possiblc to draw a single
dichotomy between people who are literate, schooled, capable ofusing
decontextualized mediational mcans, and iikcly to use advanced higher
mental fimctions on the one hand and people who cannot be charac-
terized by any of these terms on the other. These relationships are
more complex. It is possible to observe litcracy in the absence offàcility
with decontextualized mediational means and advanced forms ofhighcr
mental filnctioning; it is possible to observe literacy with decontex-
tualization but without a tendency to use advanced forms of higher
mental fiinctioning in actual task perbrmance--and se on.

Givcn aU these qualiíications, Vygotsky's basic reasoning about change
in the historical domain may soem no longer tenable. However, l would
argue that his claims are ultimately based on the relationship between
the decontextualization of mediational means and the emergence of
advanced forms of higher mental filnctioning. While certain assump-
tions about the relationships among litcracy, decontextualization, and
higher mental filnctioning may not be accurate, decontextualization of
mediational means as a general explanatory principie in the historical
domain is not necessarily invalid.

A more serious chaHenge to Vygotsky's claims might appear to come
fiam Scribner and Cole's argument about the efkcts ofschooling above
and beyond those of literacy. They suggest that "a practice account of
literacy" may provido a more satisfàctory approach than one based on
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of mediational means.

genetic domains. This is not to say that he saw simple parallelisms
between ontogenesis and other domains. Indeed he explicitly rejected
arguments such as those in which ontogenesis is seen as recapitulating
phylogenesis. His concern with multiple domains was not motivated
simply by a desire to have severas perspectivas on one general process
of development. Rather, he emphasized that the various domains in-
volve difhrent forms ofdevelopment, each governed by its uniquc set
ofexplanatory principles. This argument applies no less to ontogenesis
than to phylogenesis and social history.

The main criterion that distinguishes ontogenesis Rom other do-
mains for Vygotsky is the fàct that ontogenesis involves the simulta-
neous, interrelated operation ofmore than one brce of development.
While this domain has the advantage ofbeing observable in its entirety,
it has the disadvantage of precluding the study of any developmental
force in isolation. Unlike phylogenesis, for example, where one can
study the operation of a single set ofcxplanatory principles apart from
those that govern other genetic domains, ontogenesis necessarily in-
volves the simultaneous operation of more than one developmental

force. Vygotsky saw it as involving both a "natural" and a "social" or
"cu]tura]" cine of development:

Thc cultural dcvelopment ofthe child is characterized first by the
fàct dlat it transpires under conditions ofdynamlc organic changes.
Cultural development is superimposed on the processos ofgrowth,
maturation, and the organic development of the child. It forma
a single whole with thcse processem. It is only through abstraction
that we can separate one set of proccsses aom others.

The growth ofthe normal child unto civilization usually involves b
a hsion with the processos of organic maturation. Both planos
ofdevelopment--the natural and thc cultural--coincide and min-
gle with one anothcr. Thc two lhes ofchange interpenetratc one
another and essentially form a single linfa of sociobiological for-
mation of the child's personality. (i960, p. 47)

This simu]taneous operation of natural and cu]tura] forcas led Vy-
gotsky to rcject any claims about dose paraUels between ontogenesis
and other genetic domains. For instance, he rejccted the notion that
ontogenesis recapitu]ates social history because social formes fiJnction
in relativo isolation in the latter. One member ofthe Vygotskian school,
Tulviste(i978b), has formulated this point as follows: "ln contrast to
ontogenesis, the natural maturation of the brain does not play a role
in the course of historical development(Vygotsky, i960; Luria, i971).

Ontogenesis . ..... - ..
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The natural course ofthe historical developmcnt ofcognitive processos
is the historical dcvelopment of society"(p 83). Such. difkrences .led
Vygotsky to argue that a complete genctic analysis of human ps):lho-
lo.ical pro«sscs cães upon thc invcstigator to integratc fãcts Rom
several ;lomains. Whilc ontogenetic studies hmt an esscntial part. ot
tais analysis there are certain inherent limitations in such studies be

!:EãhWm'=':B=ml.W%$
genetic domain with those Rom othcrs. For example, when investi-
Õating certain problems, one can utilize data ftom ontogenesis but one
must also "tum to phylogenesis, where the two lhes(the natural and
the cultural) are not unitcd and intermingled, in arder to unravel thc
complex knot that we ând in child psychology"(i960:.PI jP).f ,l..,..

yygotskyb distinction between natural and cultural lotes of devel-
opment is closely linked to the disdnction bctween clementary and
higher mental filnctions. The natural linc of devclopment.= generaUy
associated with elementary mental fimctions, and the cultural lhe with

higher mental fünctions. Furthermore, natural devclopment .is ex-
plaincd primarily on the bases ofbiological prihciplcs, whereas cultural
devdopment is attributed to principles that apply to mediational means,
including the principie ofdecontextualization. . .. . . . . . ..

Vygotsky's claim about thc intemlinglmg ol bncs OI aevciopmcn'
sents a major challenge R)r the. investigator concerned with onto-

gencsis. While dK two lhes of.development cannot be cmp r cally
separated, this domain. . . .. .......---:--.r..,..t''''"" ' is nonetheless rcgarded as propcrly concep'

' ' t"'zed in terms of thc interaction and mutual transe)rmation of sep-
aratc foices. The forcas are not viewcd as being additive or.as simply

supplanting each other in.importante, as in dle transition fl.om phy-
' to sociohistorical change. Instead, they operate in tandem to

dE:.=P==.=:= =W==5== '""""s! ?T;:f
reducdonism that open emerge in ontogenetic research. First, it avoids

the pitfãll of assuming that aU aspecto of cognitivo dcvclopmcnt can
be cxplaincd on the basis ofprinciples deviscd to account tor oioiogicaa
phenomena. With regard to contemporary theories, this is a point
where Vygotsky's approach may bc sccn to diftêr ttom naget's. Katner
than assuming that a single set of explanatory principles, such as ad-
aptation and equilibration, can account for all aspects of cogn tive
dcvdopment, Vygotsky argucd that such principles need to be incor-

poratcd into a larger explanatory framework that dUaIs with sociocul-
tural phenomena as well.

The second form of reductionism that Vygotsky was striving to
avoid might be termed "cultural reductionism," because it rcsts on the

premise that human psychological processos can be explained solcly on
the basis of mastery and internalization of symbolic means or socio-
cultural practices. Such accounts oftcn ignore biological forcas and
other constraints involved in ontogenesis. Vygotsky clearly rcjected
what l am caHing cultural reductionism, a fãct reflected most clearly
in his critique of idealism and subjectivo psychology.

Vygotsky's explanation ofthe dynamics ofontogenesis resta on the
assumption that dle natural linfa ofdevelopment may operate in relativo
iso[ation in ear]y chi]dhood but is soon integrated with the cu]tura]
lhe in a process of "emergent interactionism"(Kohlberg and Wertsch,
in press). According to this position the expJanatory principlcs that
account fbr development must be lüdped üom those that apply to the
two separate forcei ofdevelopment, but they cannot be redzlred to the
principles that apply to either one in isolation.

Whereas Vygotsky's thcoretical approach clearly led him to view
ontogenesis in termo ofinteracting brces ofdeve]opment, his empirica]

psychologica] research often focused on only one of these fbrces as if
it could be studied in isolation. Such inconsistencies have been noted

by others. For example, V. V. Davydov and L. A. Radzikhovskii(i985)
have argued that one musa distinguish between "Vygotsky the
methodologist'" and "Vygotsky the psychologist."

In his claims about the filsion of natural and cultural forcei in on-

togenesis, resulting in a "single linfa of sociobiological R)rmation,"
Vygotsky's empirical procedures strayed âom his theoretical dictates
in severas ways. The first inconsistency concerns what might be termed
"direction ofinfluence." Whereas Vygotsky's theoretical statements cala
R)r a "filsion" in which "both planos ofdevelopment . . . coincide and
minglc with one anothcr"(1960, p- 47), in practice he ft)cused almost
exc[usivc[y on the ways in which cu]tura] forces transform the natural
linfa of development. That is, he tended to view the natural lhe as
providing "raw materiais" that are then transformed by cultural forcas.
He raid vimiaUy nothing about how changes in the natural linfa of
development might afhct cultural forcas.

l would argue that his focus on only one ofthe two possible direc-
tions of influence is an echo ofthe rclationship Vygotsky saw between
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r'cial forcas However, the natural linfa itself is seen as no longer
providing a major indepcndcnt source ofchangc Rather, it contributos
a static framework within which cultural forcei can operatc in contrast,

Vygotsky daimcd that cultural R)rces cvolve and continue to play an
active role in ontogenesis. Such a linfa of reasoning.is reflected in his
statement that "orgamc maturation plays.thc part ofa co dílü# rather
than a motive power of the process ofcultural development, since dle
structure of that process is defined by Oll11Ward infiuences"(19z9,

P l;Í3sproblem is closely ticd to a second.onc, namely, thc claim that
during early phases of ontogcnesis .natural and.cultural R)ices opelate
completcly'independendy: Vygotsky made this

statement at a time
-.:. .. ÍnUn n+SAnqmn

when little was known ofthe complex social and cognitivo.fimctioning
of infãnK Only in the years since his death havc investigators

such

ilRhl iün H#B

H
them(bnsequently these mental proccsses are.not 'natural' "(O60?
p 7). In the USSR M. 1. Lisina(x974., i978) and her comagues {sucn
as Vetrova, t975; Elagina, i977) conducted.a series of studies in which
they examincd the early influencc ofsocial forces on memory and other
mental processa One'implication oftheir studies is that thc social and

natural linfa ofdevelopment are intertwined flom the earliest phases of

ontogenesís.
The two problema l have outlined in Vygotsky's account of onto-

genesis are relatively minar, in that it would be possible to make ap-
propriate revisions in his approach by incorporating updated theoretical
and empirical findings. Thc third way in which Vygotsky fàiled to
imp[ement his theoretica] dictates about the natural and cu]tura] ]ines
of development also derivas largely Rom the fãct that at the time he
was writing, little was known about the complex and rapid psycho-
logical development of infãnts. In tais case, however, the problem is
more serious because it cais into question one of the basic termo in
his argument: the natural lhe of development.

Vygotsky nevar was clear about what he had in mind when dealing
with natural development. His treatment of this issue leaves many
unanswered questions, largely because in his concreto research Vy-
gotsky focused a]most exc]usive]y on social or cultural development.
He tended to analyze the natural lhe only to the extent necessary to
bcgin a discussion ofsociocultural fàctors. For examplc, in a fifty-pago
paper on the development of attention in ontogenesis, Vygotsky(o8lc)
spent only two pages on a general discussion ofthe diíhrences bctween
natural and social development and devoted the rest to social devel-
opment.

What Vygotsky did say about natural development was often simply
borrowed from other researchers' findings. For example, he tried to
incorporate results of phylogenctic research into his account of on-
togenesis by using findings Rom rcsearch on higher após' problem-
solving activity(as in Kõhler, i9zia, i921b, i9z5). His assumption
was that após' problem-solving activity approximates what elementary
mental ftlnctioning would be in human ontogenesis ifthis filnctioning
were not influenced by cultural development. It would remam only an
approximation lince Vygotsky saw a phylogenetic gap separating após
ftom humans. However, it supposedly could provide insight unto "pune"
elementary mental filnctioning in humana. Employing such findings
ftom comparative psychology is a reasonable procedure fbr devising
an account of e]ementary mental fiJnctioning, but it constitutes only
the first step in understanding the natural lhe ofdevelopment in human
ontogenesis. Thc fàct that Vygotsky stopped at this point in outlining
elementary mental filnctioning is largely responsible for the weaknesses
in this aspect of his approach.
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Criticisms of Vygotsky's superficial treatment of natural develop-

ment usually fàll unto one of two basic categories:(a) the very notion
of "natural" is unclcar in Vygotsky's writings; and(b) his extreme

emphasis on social development.results in an cxplanatory system in
which principles Rom the natural. linfa in reality play no role

At first glance, in addressing thc natural lhe of development Vy-
tsky seemcd to be spcaking of changes in organic, cspcciaUy neul-

K)physiojogical mechanisms.or pl:ocesscs. On .some occasions, however,
he seemed to be concerned with natural & óalün or aúZüfZêí rather
than with neurophysiological mechanisms. This inconsistcncy is re-
flected in the fàct that he used severas constructs, some .relating to

to nwrophysiological mechanisms or processos; in others, Vygotsky
was concemed with patterns ofbehavior or forms ofacdvity: Thc latter
are presocial and hcncc are not mediated by sociohistoricaHy evolved
sign systems, but they are not necessarily reducible to neurophysio-
logicalprinciples. . . , . .-.-.':.

Vygotsky's apparent conhsion derives &om the fàct that hc did not
always clearly cquate the development of natural or elementary pm-
cesses with neurophysiological dcvelopment. Yet at some points he
seems to have dono se. For example, when considering early phases

in the devclopment of attention, he.wrote: "We.caU this entire period
in the development of the child the period of n.atural or primitive
dcvclopment Tais terH is appropriaê bccause the dcvdopment oT
attcntion in dais period is a'filnction of the general organizational
devclopment of thc child--above all, the structural and filnctional
development of the central nervous.system" (o8tc, p i93) . ... ..

. troublc with his approach is' that it fãils to account for the
development of natural processos that arise flom the organism s ex-
perience with the externas, physical world. Such development wMch
is bascd neither on neurophysiological maturation nor on social fàctors,
has been dK ft)cus of much research over the past severas decades. In

particular, the research of Piaget(osz) on thc ontogencsis
ofintel-
-.:.. Af

ligencc in humans has amply dcmonstratcd that Vygotsky's notion of
natural development musa 'be revised to include fãctors

other than

organic maturation. Thd'rcvision would not drastically altar Vygotsky's

filndamental linfa of reasoning about the development ofhigher mental
hnctions, but it would change some ofhis ideas about the early stages
of this development. Specifically, it would mean that the natural linfa
of development could not be explained solely on the basis of organic
maturation. Instead, a larger set of explanatory principles would have
to be employed, including those proposed by Piaget for thc devel-
opment of sensorimotor intelligcncc.

Ofcourse the very notion ofemergent interactionism precludes the
possibility of reducing Vygotsky's approach to Piaget's. Even if one
expanda the notion ofnatural development to encompass Piaget's analysis
ofsensorimotor intelligence, the two approaches still difRr because of
Vygotsky's assumption that a hndamcntaUy new set of explanatory
principles is required when thc child enters unto certain leveis of social
lifê in a culture.

Besides the confüsion in Vygotsky's discussion of natural develop-
ment, critics argue that because he ncglected this linfa of development
se completely, he really vicwcd thinking as the product ofsocial fãctors
alone. For example, S. L. Rubinshtein (i94ó) asserted that Vygotsky's
account of word meaning e]evated the social processem involvcd in
speech to the role of sobe creator of thinking. Most investigators have
not carried out analyses as detailed as Rubenshtein's, but implicit in
many accounts of Vygotsky's ideal is the notion that social processos
alone somehow create psychological processos.

At least in principie Vygotsky clearly rejected this intcrpretation.
For example, in the course of a discussion of mental retardation he
stated, "We shall begin with the basic tenet that we have managed to
establish in the analysis of higher mental fünctions. We saw that this
tenet consists of acknowledging the natural foundations for cultural
forms of behavior. Cultura creates nothing; it only altcrs natural data
in conbrmity with human goals" (i960, p. zoo). Even though such
statements reflect Vygotsky's mcthodological position on ontogenesis,
they arc seldom evidenced in his empirical studies.

Although Vygotsky's account ofnatural development is a weak link
in his overall lhe of reasoning, l would not suggest that the weakness
can be rectified by abandoning this aspect of his approach. Indeed l
wou[d argue that his theoretica] approach cou]d not remam intact if
his claims about emergent interactionism were dismissed. His overrid-
ing interest in mediation may have led him to underemphasize the role
of natural forces in ontogenesis, but his methodo]ogica] argument
cannot be reduced to one in which cognitivo growth can be explained
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r making judgments about one-to-one correspondence, equivalence, and
seriation as outlined by Piaget.

The description of System l fünctioning corresponds with Vygot-
sky's notion of the natural lhe ofdevelopment and elementary mental
fiinctioning: performance is closely tied to the concrete context and
involvcs no culturally developed mediational means. Indeed, Vygotsky
wrote of "natural arithmetic" in the ontogenetic domain: "The first
stage[in the chi]d's arithmetic ability] is formed by the natural arith-
metical cndowment of the child, that is, the opcration of quantities
berre the child knows how to count. We include hera the immediate
conception ofquantity, the comparison ofgreatcr and smaUer groups,
the recognition ofsome quantitativo group, the distribution into single
objects where it is necessary to divide, and se on" (i9z9, p 4z7).

The next levei ofmathematical skiHs is Ginsburg's approach involves
"System z" fiinctioning, which is characterized as "informal" because
it stiU emerges outsidc of formal instructiona] scttings, but also "cul-
tural" because it utilizes socioculturaliy evolved sign systems(that is,
number systems). The fàct that some sort of sociocultural sign system
is now introduccd means that System 2 mathematical filnctioning can-
not be subsumed under Vygotsky's heading ofelementary mental fünc-
tions. Hence System 2 skills are part of higher mental filnctioning.
However, whcn compared with "System 3" fiinctioning, the levei at
which the sign system is utilized in System 2 skills is rudimentary. The
minimal utilization ofthe sign system in mediating mental ftinctioning
is attributable to the fàct that it is stiH being used in a context-bound
way. Numbcrs are employed to count concrete objects rather than
serving as abstract objects to be operated on in thcir own right; that
is, decontextualization has occurred only to a minimal degree. Given
this set ofcharacteristics ofSystem 2 mathematical skiUs, l would argue
that they correspond to rudimentary higher mental filnctioning in
Vygotsky's theoretical framework.

The final type of mathematical filnctioning identified by Ginsburg,
System 3, is characterized as "formal" because it is taught systematicaUy
in formal schooling environs, and "cultural" because it involves socio-
culturally evolved sign systems and is "transmitted by social agente"
(l97% P i9Z)

Ginsburg's description ofSystem 3 skills is very similar to Vygotsky's
notion of advanced higher mental fimctions. Socioculturally evolved
mediationa] means are involved and are used in relativcly decontex-
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tuahzed ways. The tendency toward decontextualization is reflected in
a comment'by Ginsburg and Allardice about "cxplicitly stated math-
ematical principles"(ibid.). Such principles are typicaUy formulated to

apply across various contexts, that is, thcy are context independent.
Ginsburg and his associates have made ontogenetic, cultural, and

subculturas comparisons in their investigation of the thrce types of
mathematica] skills. They begin with dle assumption that "certain Sys-
tem l skills, particularly those studied by Piaget, are extremely wide-
spread and may be fbund in members of diverso cultural groups"
(Ginsburg, i98z, p l92). On the basis of cross-cultural research such
as that rcported by P. Dasen(1977), Ginsburg speculates that "perhaps
System i' skills are an universal as basic language ability"(198z, p-

In thcir empirical study ofSystem l skiHs Ginsburg and his associates
R)und no significant main efhcts for race, social class, or fãmily typel.
Thcy did, however, find signi6cant main.efkcts for,3gc and. type of

blem. The efkct for problem type reflected a difkrence between
:'misleading" problems on the one hand and "regular".and '.random'.
problems on the other. The misleading problems could not bc solved
by using the concrete(that is, context-bound) perceptual mechanis.ms
of elcmentary mental fiJnctioning. Rather, some expel:ience .with.sign
mediatión was necessary to avoid being misled by information about

length. A similar point has been made by Bruner and P. Greeníield
(i966).

Perhaps thc most important aspect of Ginsburg's findings ft)r a
Vygotskian account of elcmentary mental.âmctioning is thc pera)r'
manco difkrence attributable to age. Ginsburg's results indicate that

this filnctioning continuas to dcvelop ater infãncy. He and his col-
leagues do not state whether they dlink this development is a result
of organic maturation or of some other developmental

mechanism.

Whatever the mechanism, this finding providos another example ofthe
weakness inherent in Vygotsky's account .of e]ementary mental fimc-
tioning. It indicates that such fimctioning.develops in ways and in
accordance with principles that he did not forcsee.

The absence of performance difhrences in elementary mental fimc-
tioning attributable to class, racc, and fâmily type is not surpnsing
from a Vygotskian point of view. Even if Vygotsky's approach were
expanded to include experience with the physical environment as well
as organic maturation, there is no reason to expect sociocultural fãctors
to iníluence this performance.

i92

When thcy examined System 2 and System 3 skills, Ginsburg and
his associates found some efhcts for schoo]ing. ]n the System 2 ski]]
of mental addition they also found diat unschooled adults from the
lvory Coast had dcveloped informal procedures that difRred from
those of schooied adulta(both in the United States and on the lvory
Coast) but were just as efhcient and accurate. In the System 3 skills
involved in complex, written addition problems, Ginsburg and his
asiociates observed cross-cultural difhrcnces fbr children during thc
early school years, but these diflêrences disappeared widl increased
exposure to formal schooling. If one considers System 2 and System
3 skills to be rudimentary and advanced forms of higher mental
fünctioning, respecdvely, this pattern of results is to be expected.
In particular, the tendency toward decontextualization that is encour-
aged in schooling is reflectcd in the groups' progress on System 3

Thus Ginsburg and his colleagues have managed to identify and
measure forms of mental fünctioning associated with the natural and
social lhes of development. When it comes to the issue of how the
two lhes ofdevelopment are lpzffn'eZafpd in ontogenesis, however, the
problems left unexamined by Vygotsky rcmain unresolved today. In
particular, there is still no specification of the role of the natural linfa
(System l in Ginsburg's âamework) in the dcvclopment ofthe cultural
linc. Ginsburg asserts that System l skills "might serve as a solid foun-
dation for mathematical education"(that is, for the development of
System 3 skills), but this connection is nowhere explicated or empir-
icaHy examined. This does not constitute a criticism of Ginsburg's
research, since his major concern was not to explain the interrelation-
ships among forces of developmcnt, but it does refiect the fàct that
contemporary investigators of cognitivo development still have not
reso[ved the prob]em of integrating natural and sociocu]tura] phenom-
ena into an overarching theoretica] âamework.

During the past fêw years another group of rescarchers headed by
G. Saxe (i981, i98za, i982b; Saxe and Posner, i983) has independ-
ently conducted a series of studies on numeration and arithmetic rea-
soning that also bear on Vygotsky's ideas about the two lhes of
development and the decontextualization of mediational means. Like
the research conducted by Ginsburg, these studies involve cross-cultural
as well as ontogenetic comparisons. Much of thc interest of Saxe's
research stems aom the fãct that he studied the use ofan unusual body-
part numeration system. This system is employed by the Oksapmin, a

tasksS
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remoto and recendy contacted group in Papua, New Guinea. Saxe
(i98za) explains that "the standard Oksapmin numeration system diG
fêrs markedly ftom the Western system . . . To count as Oksapmin do,
one begins with the thumb of one hand and enumerates z7 places
around the upper periphery ofthe body, ending on the little fingir of
dle opposite'hand"(pp. is9'l60). Vygotsky cound not have known
about this specific numcration system, since the Oksapmin were first
contacted by Westerners in i938. However, similar numeration sys-
tems exist elsewhere in New Guinea and were reviewed by Vygotsky
in his account of the emcgence of higher mental ftmctioning in the
sociocultural domain(Vygotsky and Luria, 03o).

A major concern in Saxc's research is the transition from "premi'
diational" to "mediational" uses of number temas. This transition has

been the topic of severas ontogenetic studies. For examplc,.R. Russac
(i978) and Saxe (1977) have noted that when young children (three
to tour years of age) are asked to make quantitativo comparisons of
two sets ofobjects, they may count the sets but do not usc the derived
information to make their comparisons. Other investigators(such
as B. Schaefkr, J. Eggleston, and J. Scott, i974; R. Gclman and
C. Gallistel, i978) cave shown that even though thcy have counted a
set, young children may not use the last numeral to identify its sum.
Thc studies have idcnti6ed a general tendency among young children

to manipulate the forms of sign systems but not to incorporate them
appropriately into higher mental filnctioning. As Saxe(i98za) points
out, such findings have important implications: "lf this process of
chance from a phase in which number terms are used in a 'premcdia-
tional' fàshion to a phase in which thcy are used in a mediational fãshion
can be shown to bc a general one, it would represent a way in which
historical forms of knowledge become interwoven with the construc-
tion of concepts and problem-solving strategies during ontogenesis"

Saxe's investigation of ontogenetic change among the Oksapmin
yielded results that were in many ways similar to those fbund among
Wcsterncrs. Based on a series of observations, he reporta that "young

Oksapmin children counted, though open in responso to a probe ques-
tion, but typicaHy did not base their comparisons of reproductions on
the products of their counting, whereas older children did"(198za,

i6z--i63). Saxe algo notes that young children performed as well
as older ones when the set size was quite smas. This finding, however,
reflects what Vygotsky termed clementary mental ftlnctioning or what

(P i6Z

Ginsburg terms System l fünctioning and hence does not require the
usc of mediational means.

In Vygotsky's terminology thesc results indicate that certain aspects
ofa sociocultural sign system can emerge before bccoming intertwined
with the practical reasoning associatcd widl the natural linfa of devel-

opment. The findings accord with Vygotsky's claims about thc inde-
pendent growth ofthe two ]ines ofdevelopment before they enter into
emergent interaction. This set of claims raises the fiirther issue of
whcther the sign system reflected in premediational filnctioning is really
the same as that reflected in mediational fünctioning. Vygotsky's claims

about the natura of decontextualization suggest that the sign systems
at these two points may not bc the same.

The developmental progression â'om premediational to mediational
filnctioning is not dle only point at which the issue of decontextuali-
zation arises in Saxe's research. It algo appears in connection with the

unique properties ofthe Oksapmin numeration system. Since this sys-
tem employs body parts as sign forms, it uses concrete objects, which
have an eveq'day significance oftheir own, in a system for manipulating
potentiaUy abstract mathematical means. This fàct raises the possibility
ofconfilsion over the meanings ofsign brms. In arder to be employed
consistently and appropriately in mathematical reasoning, thc meanings
of thcse forma musa be separated or abstracted from their propertics
as concreto body parts

Saxe has reported results õom some studies on this issue. In one
study he cxamined Oksapmin children's understanding ofnumeration
systems that employ the same body parts as their own but that assign
them diffêrent numerical values :

Children were tom that people in their own village count ftom
the right to thc leR sides of their bodies . . . however, in a village
over the mountains, people count from thc left to the right sido
oftheir bodies . . . Children were then tom a story about two men
counting sweet potatoes, one Rom the child's hamlet and the
other from a fàraway hamlet over the mountahs. The child was
tom that bota men counted to the game body pari, one beginning
at the right thumb, the other beginning at the leR thumb . . . The
child was then asked whedler the two men counted to thc same

numbcr of sweet potatoes or whether they counted to a difkrent
number of swcet potatoes (í98za, p. i63).

Saxe found that during the stage ofpremediationa] fünctioning young
Oksapmin children "compared body parts with respect to their physical
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similarity rather than widl respect to thcir values as summations"(l98z,
PP i63' i64). In contrast, older children considered the vague of a
body part in termo of its role in numeration, regardless of its physical
properties. This observation rcHects the process ofdecontextualization
of mediational means: sign values are increasingly defined on the basis
of thcir position in a context-frce system of numerical values rather
than their concreto propcrties and contexts.

As with Ginsburg's research, Saxe's studies are most informativo
about the decontextuaHzation of mediational means. Of particular in-

terest is the problem causcd by the use of body parts as sign forms in
the Oksapmin numeration systcm. Saxe's findings revea] a specia] typc
of dimculty that may be encountered in decontcxtualization. In ad-
dition. the studies ofSaxe and others on the developmental progression

from prcmediational to mediational fiinctioning are relevant to .Vy-
gotsky's approach to higher mental fiinctions, particularly his

claim

about dle independent appearance and emergent interactionism ofme-
diational means and the natural linfa of development.

The research studies reviewed hera íbcus on mathematical skills, but

the points l have made apply generaUy to the devclopment of higher
mental filnctioning, with its associated sociocultural mcdiadonal means.
Ginsburg's studies reveal that progrcss has bcen made in identif)'ing
and assessing e]ementary mental fimctions as well as rudimentary and
advanced hrms ofhigher mental flmctions. However, in the.end there
has been little progress in answering the question of how the natural
and cultural lhes of development are interrelated in ontogenesis. The

study of cognitivo development remains at the stage of viewing the
natural linfa ofdevelopment as providing the necessary but not suMcient
conditions for cultural development. Saxe's research makes it possiblc
to extend the account of decontextualization by considering a case
where sign forms are connected widl concrete objects in a unique way.

seems to have recognized two basic types of microgenesis. As J. V.
Wertsch and A. Stone(1978) have pointed out, the distinction .he used
is similar to the distinction H. Werner (i957, i96i) made between
types of microgenetic cxperiments.

The ârst type of microgenesis identified by Vygotsky concerns the
short-term R)rmation of a psychological process. The study of this
domain requires observations of subjects' repeated trials in a task set-
ting. Thus one could think ofit as a very short-term longitudinal study.
In a chapter on methods in psychology, Vygotsky(i978) argued for
the need to includc this type of microgenetic analysis in psychological
investigation. He pointed out that by ignoring this form of genetic

transition, learning and experimental studies often fàil to utilize what
may be the most intcresting data they generate. The data emerge when

an investigator is trying to train a subject to criterion before beginning
the "real observations":

8

Uniformity was sought, se that it was never possiblc to grasp the
process.in flight; instcad, researchers routinely discardcd the crit-
ical time when a reaction appears and when its hnctional links
are established and adjusted. Such practices lead us to characterize
the responses as "fossilized." They reftect the fàct that thcse psy-
chologists were not interested in complex reactions as a process
of development. (i978, p. 68)

The second type of microgenesis is the unfo]ding of an individual
pcrceptual or conceptual act, often for the course of milliseconds. As
in the first case, Vygotsky probably dcrived his notion üom Wcrncr's
writings in which two kinds of "genetic experiment" were proposed
along these lhes. In the final chapter of 7%i &ilg a d #lrec#(i934)
one can see Vygotsky utilizing this type of microgensis in his account
of speech production. He was concerned with the transbrmations
involved in the movement âom thought to speech utterance. His ar-
gument on this issue has had an important influence on Soviet neu-
rolinguists, such as Leria (t975a, i98i) and T. V. Akhutina (i97S,
078)7

Microgenesis
In addition to phylogenesis, sociocultural history, and ontogenesis,

one other genetic domain--what l shall temi "microgenesis"--occa-
sionaUy playcd a role in Vygotsky's analysis. His understanding of
microgenesis is most apparent in his comments on experimental pro-
cedurcs in psychology. He argued tllat when conducting laboratory
studies, the' investigator should at least be aware of the microgenetic

esses involved in the formation and execution.of a psychological
process. Although he did not go indo great detai] on this issue, hc

Vygotsky's genctic method may be summarized in a fêw fimdamcntal
tenets :

i. Human mental processos musa be studied by using a gcnetic
analysis that examlnes the origins of these processos and the tran-
sitions that ]ead up to their latir form.
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z. Thc genesis ofhuman mental processos envolves qualitativo
revolutionary changes as well as evolutionary changes.

3. Genetic progression and transitions are defined in terms of
mediational méans(tools and signs).

4. Scveral genetic domains(phylogcnesis, sociocultural his-
tory, ontogcncsis, and microgenésis) musa bc examined in order
to producc a complete and accurate account of human mental
processos

5. Difkrent fbrces of devclopmcnt!.each with its. own set of

explanatory principles, operate ih the difkrent genetic domains.

diational means, primarily signs, that providos thc possibility of
sociocultural change. In Vygotsky's writings this decontextualization
is linked to the transition from rudimentary to advanced forms of
higher mental filnctioning

Just as Vygotsky's account of phylogenesis and dle emergente of
sociohistorical change should be updatcd in light of recent advances
in social science, his account ofsociocultural change stands in need of
revision. In this case the research of Scribner and Cole on the psy-
chology of literacy is particularly usefU. Specifically, the claims made
by Vygotsky and Luria about the role of literacy in the decontextual-
ization of mediational means need to be modified. Instead ofviewing
literacy as a single, undifRrcntiated phenomenon with a uniform im-
pact on higher mental fiinctioning, Scribner and Cole have shown that
there are difRring types of literacy with difRring cognitivo conse-
quences. In particular, these results suggest that the real focus of Vy-
gotsky's claims about literacy and decontextualization may be literacy
as it emerges in formal schooling contexto.

Turning to Vygotsky's account of ontogenesis, one sees that he

posited a filndamentally new kind ofgenetic dynamic. Unlike the first
two, where a single deve]opmenta] force served as the fbcus of Vy-
gotsky's analysis, he conceptualized change in the ontogenetic domain
in terms of two interacting forcas of development: natural and socio-
cultural forcei of change. Vygotsky argued that although these two
lhes cannot bc empiricaUy separated during most phases ofontogen-
esis, this domain can be properly understood only by analyticany sep-
arating atem in order to examine their mutually transformatory powers-

Vygotsky's concreto research on ontogenesis did not tive up to the
dictates ofhis methodological argument, hence the need to distinguish
Vygotsky dle methodologist flom Vygotsky the psychologist. Vygot-
sky's account ofnatural development left much to be desired. He fãiled
to provide a detailed account ofthe changes in this linfa ofdevelopment
and of how these changcs influente cultural development. However,
this issue is actually quite complex and has not been adequately ad-
dressed to this day in studies of cognitivo development. Instead of
bcusing on the emergent interactionism suggested by his theorctical
ftamework, Vygotsky's concrete investigations of ontogenesis focused
on the unidirecdonal impact of cultural forces on the natural linfa
of development, in particular, on how the decontcxtualization of
mediational means produces ontogenetic change in higher mental
fiinctioning.

Vygotsky posited Darwinian natural selcction as thc dcvelopmental
force that operates in the phylogenetic domain. According to him,
phylogenesis providos a nccessary but.not suMcicnt condition fbr the
emergencc of .fíolm n@irm. In addition to evolutionary changes in
organic structure, especiaUy the brain, the sociocultural phenomena of
labor and communication are required to create human beings. The

point at which these sociocultural phcnomena begin to emerge and
create human beings is the point at which. thc very natura of devel-
opment changes, in dtat the cxplanatory pnnciples which account R)r
change are now 'sociocultural rather.than biological. . . L. -,

' kyb account of this transition must be revised in light of
recent advances in primatology and physical . anthropology. .As .re-
searchers such as Geertz have pointed out, criticam point theories that

assume a sudden, sharp onset of sociocultural change are no longer
tcnable. Rathcr, it is now recognized that certain early ü)rms ofculture
were dcveloped while organic evolution was stiU undcr way. This fãct
raises the possibility that cultural practices. exerted some

influence

on organic change, a possibility that holds particular interest for
a Vygotskian approach' with its emphasis on mediation and com-
munication. . .

When one turns to the sociocu]tura] domain, a difkrent brce of

development with its unique set ofexplanatory principlcs is seen to be
at work Thc locus of change shifts flom organic evolution governed

by natural selection to the stage of mediational .means. Mediational
means(tools and signs) make possible the transmission ofculture, but
more important for Vygotsky's approach is thc fàct that thcy provido
dK mechanism for sociocultural'chance. Whereas the appearance .of

mediational means, especiaUy tools, marks the emergence of socio-
historical forcas of change, it is now the decontextualization of me-
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